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Ultrafast fully photonic random bit generator

Pu Li, Ya Guo, Yanqiang Guo, Yuanlong Fan, Xiaomin Guo, Xianglian Liu, Kunying Li, K. Alan Shore, Senior Member, IEEE, Fellow, OSA, Yuncai Wang, and Anbang Wang, Member, IEEE

Abstract—To achieve complete security of communication, there is a need for ‘real-time’ ultrafast physical random bit generators (RBGs). In available physical RBGs, random bit extraction is effected in the electrical domain and therefore cannot directly function beyond frequencies of 10 GHz or so in real time. Here we present a fully photonic strategy for real-time random number generation and report a proof-of-concept experimental demonstration of an integrated 10 Gb/s RBG system (prototype) based on laser chaos. The use of an ultra-stable mode-locked laser, together with ultrafast optical interactions, gives the method the capability to develop super-high-speed RBGs in practice. The photonic implementation is fully compatible with optical communications so that well-established optical multiplexing techniques can be used to realize Tb/s real-time random bit generation.

Index Terms—Chaos, semiconductor laser, random number generation, semiconductor laser amplifier, optical signal processing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Random bit generators (RBGs) have a wide range of applications in science and engineering. For example, RBGs are important tools for Monte Carlo calculations and stochastic simulations, which are employed to solve various problems involved in nuclear physics, molecular biology, computational chemistry, material science and financial economics. Also, RBGs are commonly used to evaluate the system performance of high-speed optical/electrical components in optical transmission links. In particular, RBGs lay the essential foundation of secure communications, used as cryptographic key sources to protect the privacy of data transmission.

For the ultimate security of communication, one must resort to the theoretically unbreakable ‘one-time pad’ cipher. This cipher requires the plaintext be encrypted by a fully random bit sequence with a length not shorter than itself. Moreover, the random bits can be used only once. To achieve this perfect cipher in practice, one must find a way to continuously produce reliable random bits in real time, whose generation rate should not be lower than the present communication rate. With the rapid development of optical fiber communication, the current data transmission rate typically operate at 40 Gb/s.

Computational algorithms offer an inexpensive means to generate pseudo-random bits and thus are the widely adopted RBG scheme in modern cryptography. However, as its name implies, the output of this type of RBG can be totally predicted or even reproduced, once partial knowledge about the algorithm or initial seed is acquired. Thus, they do not satisfy the property of randomness and are therefore vulnerable to attack. In view of this, John von Neumann said, “Anyone who considers arithmetical methods of producing random digits is, of course, in a state of sin. [1]” Such vulnerability of computational algorithms is the root cause of information security incidents which occur too frequently in our Internet age.

To circumvent this issue, another type of RBGs has emerged, and has been called physical RBGs. They employ inherently random or unpredictable phenomena in the physical world to produce reliable random bits. Unfortunately, traditional physical RBGs are often limited to a very slow generation rate at the level of megabit per second (Mb/s). That is mainly caused by the small bandwidth of conventional randomness sources, such as thermal noise in resistors [2], frequency jitter in RF oscillators [3] and photon events in attenuated light [4].

A significant breakthrough in high-speed generation of physical random bits was made in 2008 with the use of a novel broadband source of randomness — ‘laser chaos’ [5]. In this scheme, a continuous random bit stream up to 1.7 gigabit per second (Gb/s) was obtained through exclusive OR (XOR) processing the sampled and quantized chaotic outputs of two optical feedback laser diodes (LDs) by 1-bit electrical analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). In addition, a carefully tuned threshold voltage is required to avoid the bias induced by the non-uniform chaotic laser intensity distribution with a varying average value.

Since then, chaotic LDs have been regarded as a highly promising source of randomness for ultrafast physical RBGs with much significant work having been reported over the past ten years or so [6-18]. So, for example, Reidler et al. demonstrated that 12.5 Gb/s random bits could be extracted...
from the first-order derivative between a digitized chaotic signal from a single optical feedback LD by a virtual 8-bit ADC and its time-shifted version [7]. Further, Kanter et al. enhanced this rate into 300 Gb/s using high-order derivatives of the digitized chaotic signal [8]. Very recently, the generation rates of RBGs have shown the potential to reach a level of terabit per second (Tb/s) using similar multi-bit extraction [14-17]. We also demonstrated a 320 Gb/s random bit generation using physical white chaos [18].

However, it should be noticed that none of the ultrafast RBG proposals described above operates in real time. In those demonstrations, the outputs of chaotic LDs were first converted into electrical signals via photodetectors; then the electrical chaotic waveforms were measured and stored in the limited memory of a sophisticated oscilloscope; finally random bits were obtained through offline digitizing and post-processing of the stored chaotic time-series. Generally speaking, all of the above approaches are based on the supposition that all high-frequency signal processing procedures for random bit extraction are performed in the electrical domain.

There are at least two main technical challenges that obstruct their practical implementation. One is the limited response bandwidth of both electrical ADCs and the digital post-processing radiofrequency (RF) components (including logic gates, memory buffers, multi-bit shift registers and parallel-serial converters). For instance, due to the aperture jitter of the sampling process, the analog bandwidth of the state-of-the-art ADCs embedded by digital oscilloscopes is typically limited to the level of gigahertz (GHz). Secondly, fast processing circuits beyond GHz frequencies are either highly complex or indeed may not be capable of realization. So, for example, to generate 5 bits there may be a need to perform order of 10 time-shifts in Ref. [7]. As such, generating a random bit stream may require an extremely large number of time-shifts. In particular when attention is given to high-bit range generation where the time-shifts are very short (of order picoseconds or femtoseconds) those time-shifts will need to be set and synchronized to a high degree of accuracy. In respect of synchronization it is noted that state-of-the-art RF clocks deliver a timing jitter of order picoseconds (ps) even when working in the low frequency range between 100 and 400 megahertz (MHz), and more critically this electronic jitter deteriorates rapidly with increasing operating frequency [19]. According to the prediction for electrical ADCs in the future, it will take at least a decade to improve the electronic jitter performance by an order of magnitude [20].

Optical sampling can overcome the bottleneck of electronic jitter [21, 22]: a train of short optical clock pulses are used to sample the chaotic light in the optical domain, and then the sampled chaotic pulses can be detected and digitized. In Refs. [21] and [22], we have demonstrated 5 Gb/s and 7 Gb/s physical random number generation utilizing optically-feedback LD or optically-injected LD as the laser chaos source, respectively.

Nevertheless, limited by the relaxation oscillation of LDs, this two kinds of chaotic LDs used in Refs. [21, 22] commonly has a very low effective bandwidth about few GHz and an uneven power spectrum with a sharp peak around the relaxation oscillation frequency. That is one of the main reasons why their real-time bit rates are limited at several Gb/s. The other limitation factor comes from the thermal (Johnson) noise and comparator ambiguity of the electronic component in the digitizing procedure [23, 24], which cause severe waveform distortion and inter-symbol interference especially in the high frequency operation.

The achievement of the present paper is to report a prototype of integrated fully photonic RBG built on discrete optical and fiber-based elements which moves RBG capabilities close to the requirements of current communication systems. Through introducing the bandwidth enhancement technology [25, 26] into the laser chaos source and photonic technologies into the random bit extraction (including both the sampling and digitizing procedures), we make the physical RBG system reach a real-time rate at the level of 10 Gb/s for the first time. We also noticed that, very recently, several works based on a state-of-the-art field programmable gate array (FPGA) claimed that random numbers with a total throughput of more than 10 Gb/s could be obtained by introducing parallel technologies [27, 28], but their final random numbers are output through multiple channels in parallel and the fastest real-time rate in each output channel is still limited at a few Gb/s. Besides, the random bit stream used in practical communication networks is expected to be represented in a physical random waveform [29] (which consists of continuous high and low optical/electrical levels, not stored random data).

The implemented real-time speed in our work is higher than commercially available physical RBG products (e.g., ‘Quantis-OEM’ from ID Quantique Inc. only has a typical rate of 4 Mb/s) by 2-3 orders of magnitude and is consistent with the data rates of modern communication systems. Moreover, the photonic implementation makes our system fully compatible with present-day optical communications. In consequence, well-established optical multiplexing techniques can be adopted to realize real-time random bit generation rates at Tb/s.

II. ARCHITECTURE OF THE FULLY PHOTONIC RBG SYSTEM

Figure 1a is a picture of the integrated fully photonic RBG system, which consists of three layers: the laser chaos source, the photonic sampler and the photonic digitizer. The key idea, as sketched in Fig. 1b, is to use ultra-stable optical pulse trains from a single mode-locked laser (MLL) for the physical random bit extraction from the chaotic laser, i.e., for both photonic sampling and digitizing procedures. The ultralow temporal jitter of the MLL, together with ultrafast optical interactions, gives the proposed photonic approach the confidence to develop ultra-high-speed random bit generation in real time.

Figure 1c shows the details of the integrated fully photonic RBG scheme: (i) In the chaotic laser, two distributed feedback (DFB) LDs are cascaded in a unidirectional master-slave configuration. One (referred to as LD-1) connects with a fiber ring feedback cavity to produce an initial chaotic oscillation, whereas the other (referred to as LD-2) is used to greatly enhance the chaos bandwidth. Note, this bandwidth-enhancement mechanism is intrinsically different with optically feedback or injection chaotic structure like that in Refs. [21] and
(ii) In the photonic sampler, an optical pulse stream from the MLL is used as the control clock to periodically switch a semiconductor laser amplifier in a loop mirror (SLALOM) [30]. Thus, the chaotic analog input can be discretized in the time domain, converting into chaotic pulse output which carries the amplitude information of wideband chaos. (iii) In the photonic digitizer, the sampled chaotic pulses are first split into two identical streams with a relative time delay. After optoelectronic conversion, a differential comparator (COM) quantizes the two streams of pulse peaks into unbiased random levels. However, due to the thermal noise and comparator ambiguity of the electronic COM, there is strong intersymbol interference and waveform distortion in the obtained random level stream. To solve this problem, these random levels are further pulse-coded into an optical random bit stream in the return-to-zero (RZ) format using an electro-optic modulator (EOM).

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 1. Architecture of the fully photonic random bit generator (RBG). a, A picture of the integrated fully photonic RBG system. b, Schematic diagram. c, Details of the photonic scheme: (i) laser chaos layer; (ii) photonic sampler layer; and (iii) photonic digitizer layer. MLL, mode-locked laser; LD-1, LD-2, semiconductor distributed-feedback (DFB) laser diode; OC, optical circulator; VA-1, VA-2, VA-3, variable attenuator; FC-1, FC-2, FC-3, FC-4, fiber coupler; ODL-1, ODL-2, optical delay line; SLA, semiconductor laser amplifier; WDM-1, WDM-2, wavelength division multiplexing coupler; DSF, dispersion-shifted fiber; PD, photodiode; COM, comparator; AMP, amplifier; EOM, electro-optic modulator.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Laser Chaos Layer

![Graph](image)

Fig. 2. Test results of the laser chaos layer. a, Radio-frequency spectra for the initial chaotic oscillation (initial chaos, red line), the final high-frequency broadband chaotic output (final chaos, blue line) and the noise floor. b, Autocorrelation (AC) functions of the initial chaotic signal (red solid line) and the final chaos signal (blue dash line). The inset is the partial enlargement of Fig. 2b from 65 to 75 ns.

Figure 2 shows results obtained when testing the chaotic laser (Fig. 1c-i). The master LD-1 at 1554.0660 nm is biased at 1.8 times threshold. Its external 6.99 m fiber ring cavity, constructed by an optical circulator (OC), a variable attenuator (VA-1) and a 50:50 fiber coupler (FC-1), provides a partial optical feedback with a ratio of 6.2%. The red curve in Fig. 2a shows the RF spectrum of the initial chaotic output from the master LD-1, whose main energy is concentrated in the region around the laser relaxation frequency. To obtain a higher chaos bandwidth, the initial chaotic light is injected into the free-running slave LD-2, which is stabilized at 1554.1340 nm and biased at 2 times its threshold current. Setting the injection strength to 7.0% via another variable attenuator (VA-2), one can obtain high-frequency broadband laser chaos from the LD-2 output, whose RF spectrum is the blue curve in Fig. 2a. In contrast to the initial chaos, the enhanced chaos exhibits a flat spectrum with a high plateau from 5 to 10 GHz. The associated chaos bandwidth is about 11.2 GHz, roughly twice that before optical injection. The bandwidth available in the present experimental arrangement enables a random bit generation rate with verified randomness of 10 Gb/s. Further enhancement of the chaos bandwidth may enable an even higher generation rate.
Here, we must point that in this system, the mechanism of chaos bandwidth enhancement is mainly induced by the high-frequency oscillations owing to the beating between the chaotic master laser and the steady slave laser. The current bandwidth of the laser chaos can be further optimized by controlling two critical parameters: the injection strength and the frequency detuning from the master to the slave laser. The maximum bandwidth is expected when the injected chaotic light of the master laser is positive detuned into the edge of the optical spectrum of the slave laser. Detailed maps for oscillation frequency and chaos bandwidth have been systematically studied in Refs. [25, 26]. However, it should be mentioned that when the frequency detuning is too large, the RF spectrum of the chaotic signal will lose its flatness and have two strong resonances around the laser relaxation frequency and the beating frequency, respectively. The existence of the two characteristic oscillations is harmful for high-quality random bit generation. Considering both the flatness and bandwidth of the chaotic RF spectrum, we thus set the frequency detuning at 8.6 GHz in our experiment.

Further, we confirm by comparing the autocorrelation (AC) characteristics of the initial (red solid curve) and the enhanced chaos (blue dash curve) in Fig. 2b that the redundant correlation components of the initial chaotic oscillation (that is, the weak periodicities [7] induced by the external cavity of the master LD-1) have been eliminated by the optical injection. Both the flat top-hat-like spectrum and δ-function-shaped AC characteristic of the chaotic laser enable the high-quality generation of random bits. It is pointed out that polarization maintaining fibers are used for all the optical fiber components in the system. For specifications of the used components in this layer see section V APPENDIX A.

**B. Photonic Sampler Layer**

![Test results of the photonic sampler layer. a, (i) Chaos input, i.e., continuous-time chaotic waveform to be sampled; (ii) Sampler output, i.e., discrete-time chaotic pulses after the optical sampling procedure, where the dash line is the envelope of the chaotic pulse peaks. b, A probability density function (PDF) of the sampled chaotic pulse peaks with a size of 1 million data.](image)

Figure 3 reports the results obtained by testing the photonic sampler based on the SLALOM (Fig. 1c-ii). The SLALOM consists of a 50:50 fiber coupler (FC-3) with two branches forming a loop, where a wavelength division multiplexing coupler (WDM-1), a semiconductor laser amplifier (SLA) and an optical delay line (ODL-1) are contained. The chaotic light is split in the FC-3 and travels in clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) direction through the SLA. Having traversed the whole loop, the CW and the CCW traveling signals interfere at the FC-3. To achieve the desired sampling function and match the photodiode bandwidth in the subsequent photonic digitizer, the SLA is asymmetrically placed about 20 ps off the center of the loop mirror by accurately adjusting the ODL-1. The MLL used as the triggered optical clock generates ultra-short pulses with a repetition rate of 10 GHz to periodically saturate the SLA, so that the chaotic analog input is sampled at 10 gigasamples per second (GSa/s), which is refined by another WDM coupler (WDM-2). Comparing the broadband chaotic input (Fig. 3a-i) with the discrete sampled output (Fig. 3a-ii), one can see clearly that the sampled chaotic pulse peaks match the analog chaotic envelope very well. This confirms the efficacy of the photonic approach to sample high-frequency and wideband random signals without distortion. Moreover, it should be mentioned that this is the first demonstration that the SLALOM can be used to sample a bandwidth-enhanced chaotic signal with a large optical frequency detuning. Note, polarization maintaining fibers are used for all the optical fiber components in the system. For specifications of the used components mentioned above see section V APPENDIX A.

However, it is pointed out that the sampled chaotic pulse peaks inevitably inherit the unwanted asymmetric amplitude distribution from the chaotic laser. Figure 3b shows a typical probability density function (PDF) of the chaotic pulse peaks. For such a distribution, any attempt to make an even division by a fixed threshold will induce some bias in the generated random sequence. Moreover, it should be appreciated that, due to the inherent sensitivity of chaotic systems to external perturbations, the amplitude distribution fluctuates with time.

![Test results of the photonic digitizer layer. a, Temporal waveform of the obtained optical bit stream. b, An eye-diagram of the optical bit stream. c, Autocorrelation (AC) function of the random sequence with a size of 1 million bits. d, Corresponding probability density function (PDF) of the random sequence with a size of 1 million bits.](image)
C. Photonic Digitizer Layer

Figure 4 includes all tested results from the photonic digitizer (Fig. 1c-iii). Through two 45 GHz photodiodes (PD), the discrete chaotic pulse peaks $V(t)$ and its delay $V(t-\tau)$ are coupled to the differential input ports of the COM. The output of the COM, referred to as $S(n)$, are high levels when the difference $V(t)-V(t-\tau)$ is larger than zero, and low levels otherwise. In our setup, the relative delay $\tau$ is realized by a length of dispersion-shifted fiber (DSF) with an extremely long delay of 200 $\mu$s. Having been amplified by a 40 GHz RF amplifier (AMP), the binary output $S(n)$ are pulse-coded into an optical random bit stream in the RZ modulation format (with a duty cycle of 33%) by means of the 40 GHz EOM. Note, the modulated optical pulses are from the same MLL, but the pulse-width is broadened with a dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) module to match the 33% duty cycle standard of RZ format.

Herein, we must point out that the conversion from electrical random levels to optical random bits using a EOM is not only to simply make our RBG system applicable to optical fiber communications, but more importantly, is for suppressing the effect of the Johnson noise and comparator ambiguity from the electronic components (i.e., COM). Figure 4a and 4b show the waveform and the eye diagram of the optical random bit stream, respectively. The measured eye has an extinction ratio greater than 10 dBm. Figure 4c and 4d give, respectively, the normalized AC function and PDF of the optical random bits. Compared with Fig. 2b, the ripples on the AC curves have been further suppressed. The 0/1 ratio of the generated random bit is obtained simply by dividing the number of “0s” by the number of “1s” in a bit sequence. Here a 0/1 ratio bits of 0.9994 is obtained. This indicates that the obtained optical bits can be statistically regarded to be independent and unbiased. When we switch off the laser chaos source, only a train of clock pulses (not the random bit waveform in Fig. 4a) is obtained at the final output port of the photonic digitizer. This confirms that the RBG is directly induced by the source chaos and not the consequence of the noise properties of other photonic components within the photonic digitizer and sampler. For specifications of the used components in this part see Section V APPENDIX A.

The digitization method used here is termed by us ‘discrete self-delay differential comparison’. The key for the discrete self-delay differential comparison approach to guarantee that the obtained random bits are bias-free is the selection of the relative delay ($\tau$). There are two requirements for the delay: (i) The delay must be a high-order integer multiple of the clock period; (ii) The AC coefficient of the chaotic pulses at the delay should be infinitesimally close to zero. The means by which the delay can adaptively eliminate the bias induced by the non-uniform chaotic intensity are explained in Section V APPENDIX B.

D. Randomness Verification

We perform more stringent randomness verification using the state-of-the-art statistical test suite of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST SP800-22-rev1a) [31], widely accepted to be the benchmark in the field of cryptographic applications. Table I illustrates a typical result of the 15 NIST test items. As advised by NIST, all the test items are executed using 1000 instances of 1 million bits with a significance level $\alpha=0.01$. In each test, a $p$-value is first calculated, which represents the probability that a perfect randomness generator would have produced a random sequence less random than the tested random stream. The criteria for passing the tests are as follows: (i) the proportion of the tested random bit samples satisfying the condition for the $p$-value larger than $\alpha$ should be in the confidence interval of $0.99 \pm 0.0094392$; (ii) the uniformity of the $p$-values (denoted as $P$-value) should be larger than the failure level of 0.0001. All test results confirm that the generated optical bit stream can be statistically regarded to be random.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistical test</th>
<th>$P$-value</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>0.52210</td>
<td>0.9920</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Block Frequency</td>
<td>0.92767</td>
<td>0.9910</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumulative Sums</td>
<td>0.924076</td>
<td>0.9920</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runs</td>
<td>0.666245</td>
<td>0.9910</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longest Run</td>
<td>0.426272</td>
<td>0.9890</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rank</td>
<td>0.930026</td>
<td>0.9880</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFT</td>
<td>0.645448</td>
<td>0.9860</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Overlapping Templates</td>
<td>0.595549</td>
<td>0.9820</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapping Templates</td>
<td>0.134172</td>
<td>0.9900</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universal</td>
<td>0.676615</td>
<td>0.9830</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximate Entropy</td>
<td>0.866097</td>
<td>0.9910</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Excursions</td>
<td>0.457557</td>
<td>0.9799</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random Excursions Variant</td>
<td>0.098160</td>
<td>0.9866</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serial</td>
<td>0.731886</td>
<td>0.9910</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Complexity</td>
<td>0.645448</td>
<td>0.9910</td>
<td>Success</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Using 1000 samples of 1 Mb data and significance level $\alpha=0.01$, for “Success”, the $P$-value (uniformity of $p$-values) should be larger than the failure level of 0.0001 and the proportion should be in the confidence interval of $0.99 \pm 0.0094392$.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

We have proposed and demonstrated a fully photonic RBG method. The ultralow temporal jitter of a MLL, together with the utilized ultrafast photonic processes, enables the proposed photonic approach to efficiently overcome the electronic bottlenecks present in previously available physical random bit extraction processes. The present approach thereby possesses a real-time performance exceeding that of all currently available physical RBG systems.

A proof-of-concept fully photonic real-time RBG system (prototype) has been implemented using commercially-available photonic devices and has succeeded in generating a 10 Gb/s optical random bit stream. State-of-the-art electrical counterparts cannot directly reach such a high bandwidth.

In the present photonic RBG system, the generation rate is determined by the clock rate of the MLL in the SLALOM based sampler. Considering the ultrafast gain recovery time (below 25
According to the NIST tests, the entropy rate is quantitatively analyzed by multiplexing techniques can be directly available photo. This fraction method can be directly applied to greatly enhance the random bit generation rate. The use of photonics in RBG systems introduces several practical advantages. For instance, the complicated high-precession time shift control needed in the RF domain can be easily realized using tunable optical delay techniques. More generally, the photonic RBG technique is fully compatible with current optical communication systems. As such, well-established optical multiplexing techniques can be directly applied to greatly enhance the random bit generation rate. Currently, 40 Gb/s and 100 Gb/s optical multiplexing systems are commercially available and the systems operating at higher bit rates of 400 Gb/s or 1 Tb/s have been under investigation for telecommunication applications [43]. Considering this point, we think the introduction of parallelism in the optical domain may improve the real-time rate of our photonic RBG method into a level of Tb/s.

With the rapid development of photonic integration circuits (PICs), monolithic integrated chaotic laser chips [35-37] and commercial hybrid-integrated SLA-based interferometric switches [41] have also appeared. This brings an opportunity to construct a compact photonic RBG with high performance for advanced applications, such as large-scale scientific calculations, secure communications and quantum key distributions. Moreover, appropriately designed PICs for this job will greatly reduce the cost and make this fully photonic RBG method be radically innovative. The development of fully photonic integrated RBG modules is our next objective.

The stability of our generator is quantitatively analyzed by monitoring the frequency of ‘0’ bits, which is a good real-time indicator of the randomness of the bit sequence [42]. In the experiment, we recorded a 1 Mb random bit sequence every half hour to measure its frequency. According to the NIST tests, only a deviation value of 0.13% in the frequency is allowed in this condition. Figure 5 is a typical frequency of ‘0’ bits for the 10 Gb/s physical random bit generator as a function of time, where the dash lines show the range 50.00 ± 0.13%. This demonstrates that our system can operate stably at least 24 hours. In addition, we point out that we use the DC bias control (Model No. MBC-3) from YY Labs Inc. to compensate the bias drift of the EOM in our RBG system.

The wavelength detuning between them is realized by adjusting feedback laser diodes (WTD, LDM5S752 and LDM5S753). The wavelength detuning is between 300 fs and 50 fs. Its RF spectrum, optical spectrum (=2.87 ps×0.707) and the associated timing jitter is less than 50 fs. Its RF spectrum, optical spectrum and autocorrelation at 10 GHz are shown in Fig. 6.

In the laser chaos layer, both LD-1 and LD-2 are distributed feedback laser diodes (WTD, LDM5S752 and LDM5S753). The wavelength detuning between them is realized by adjusting their individual temperature controllers. In the associated measurements, a 26.5 GHz spectrum analyzer (Agilent, N9020A, 3 MHz RBW, 3 KHz VBW) and a 36 GHz oscilloscope (Lecroy, LabMaster10-36Zi, 80 GSa/s triggering rate) are used.

In the photonic sampler, the nonlinear semiconductor laser amplifier (SLA, Kamelian, SOA-NL-L1-C-FA) is biased at 300 mA and operates at a peak gain wavelength of 1550 nm with a

![Graph](image-url)  
**Fig. 5.** Measured frequency of ‘0’ bits (the blue circles) for the 10 Gb/s RBG system. Note that the dash lines show the range 50.00 ± 0.13%.

### APPENDIX

#### A. Specifications of Components

The mode-locked laser (MLL) used is an actively mode-locked fiber-optic laser (Pritel, UOC-05-14G-E). In our system, the MLL works at a 10 GHz repetition frequency and a 1551.2 nm operation wavelength. Its measured pulse width is 2.02 ps (=2.87 ps×0.707) and the associated timing jitter is less than 50 fs. Its RF spectrum, optical spectrum and autocorrelation at 10 GHz are shown in Fig. 6.

In the laser chaos layer, both LD-1 and LD-2 are distributed feedback laser diodes (WTD, LDM5S752 and LDM5S753). The wavelength detuning between them is realized by adjusting their individual temperature controllers. In the associated measurements, a 26.5 GHz spectrum analyzer (Agilent, N9020A, 3 MHz RBW, 3 KHz VBW) and a 36 GHz oscilloscope (Lecroy, LabMaster10-36Zi, 80 GSa/s triggering rate) are used.

In the photonic sampler, the nonlinear semiconductor laser amplifier (SLA, Kamelian, SOA-NL-L1-C-FA) is biased at 300 mA and operates at a peak gain wavelength of 1550 nm with a
small-signal gain of 26 dB, a 3 dB bandwidth of 64 nm and a
gain recovery time of 25 ps. The sampling results are monitored
by the same 36 GHz oscilloscope, but the triggering rate is set
at 800 GSa/s.

In the photonic digitizer, the two photodiodes (PDs) are
Finisar XPDV2120RA and the differential comparator (COM)
is Hittite HMC675LP3E. The broadband 40 GHz electro-optic
modulator (EOM) is the Photline MAXAN-LN-35 with a driver
(named in the text as AMP) of Photline DR-AN-40-MO. In the
measurement, the oscilloscope used is the same as the aforemenioned and its triggering rate is set to 800 GSa/s. The
chromatic dispersion of the dispersion compensating fiber
module (YOFC DM1011-A) is -350 ps/nm used to match the
pulse width to the 33% duty cycle standard of the return-to-zero
(RZ) modulation format.

B. Discrete Self-Delay Differential Comparison Method

The discrete chaotic pulse train \( V(t) \) and its delay \( V(t-\tau) \) are
coupled to the differential input ports of the COM. Thereby, a
binary sequence \( S(n) \) can be obtained at the output of the COM:
\( S(n) \) are high levels when the difference \( D(t)=V(t)-V(t-\tau) \) is
larger than zero, and low levels otherwise.

Considering that the chaotic amplitude distribution can
become relatively stationary on an extremely large time scale,
one can regard the chaotic process as a generalized stationary
random process. Supposing the amplitude probability density
functions of \( V(t) \) and \( V(t-\tau) \) are \( f(x) \) and \( f(y) \), we can obtain their
joint probability density function \( f(x,y) \). Thus, the amplitude
distribution function \( F(z) \) of their difference signal \( D(t) \) can be
expressed as

\[
F(z) = P(x - y < z) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{y}^{\infty} f(x,y) dx dy
\]

(1)

Making a variable substitution by \( x=u+y \), we can get:

\[
F(z) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(u+y,y) du dy
\]

\[
= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{y}^{\infty} f(u,y) du dy
\]

(2)

Taking the derivative of Eq. (2), we can obtain its probability
density function:

\[
f_z(z) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(z+y,y)dy
\]

(3)

If \( V(t) \) and \( V(t-\tau) \) are statistically independent, \( f(x-y) \) can be
equivalent with \( f(x)f(y) \). Thus, Eq. (3) will be translated into the
following:

\[
f_z(z) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(z+y)f(y)dy
\]

(4)

Then,

\[
f_z(-z) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(-z+y,y)dy
\]

(5)

Defining \( v=-z+y \), we have:

\[
f_z(-z) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(v,v+z)dv
\]

\[
= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(v)f(v+z)dv
\]

(6)

According to Eq. (4) and Eq. (6), we get this result below:

\[
f_z(z) = f_z(-z)
\]

(7)

This means that unbiased random bit sequences can be obtained
only if one can guarantee that the correlation coefficient
between the two sampled chaotic peaks is close to zero.

To demonstrate this conclusion, we experimentally recorded
the chaotic pulse peaks \( V(t) \) and its delay \( V(t-\tau) \) and then
calculated their difference \( D(t)=V(t)-V(t-\tau) \). In our system, the
relative time delay \( \tau \) is set as 200 \( \mu \)s due to the available
equipment, where the correlation coefficient is just
infinitesimally close to zero. Figure 7 displays the statistical
histogram (probability density function, PDF) of \( D(t) \). It can be
seen clearly that the histogram has a symmetric profile around
0. Thus, our system can yield balanced logical “0” and “1” bits,
although the measured chaotic signals unavoidably have an asymmetric amplitude distribution with a mean voltage drift mainly induced by thermal or mechanical fluctuations.
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